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BILL,

Look at what they are doing on the
way to war! If the above bill, H.R.
4079, is enacted it will NULLIFY
THE BILL OF RIGHTS!
This bill is ominous indeed, and you
had better look very carefully at it.
It affects every one of the Bill of
Rights and has other “hidden” ramifications.
Currently the bill has been referred
to the House committees
on the
Judiciary, Energy and Commerce,
Public Works and Transportation,
Education and Labor and Armed
Services.
The bill incorporates
several parts
of the so-called
“omnibus anticrime bill” passed July 11, 1990 by
the U.S. Senate, so you are farther
on your way than you realize for
there are no “fair” entries of bills.
Many things are lumped into an innocuous
presentation
that gets
passed by “default”. PAY ATTENTION AND, IF YOU HAVE NOT
SEEN FIT TO TARE ACTION
BEFORE, I SUGGEST THERE IS
NO BETTER TIME THAN NOW!
Even Capitol Hill observers
are
now really concerned that very repressive parts of the Gingrich bill
could be incorporated
into the
House version of the omnibus anticrime package or in the joint Sen-
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ate-House compromise bill that will
eventually reach the desk of President George Bush for his signature.
And since his henchmen wrote the
bill in the first place, it WOULD
PASS!
NATIONAL

EMERGENCY

Stating that the criminal justice system in the United States is failing
to achieve the “basic objective of
protecting the innocent and punishing the guil v”, H.R. 4079, which
is 96 pages in length, calls for “A
Declaration of National Drug and
Crime Emergency”.
Now you must
note the most important
word
therein--“Emergency”.
All sorts of
things go into play in the midst of
“Emergency” in any chosen area of
experience.
AND EVERYTHING
CAN TAKES PLACE THROUGH
EXECUTIVE
ORDER
AND
YOU ARE “HAD” WITHOUT
THE
BANK
RECOURSE.
SEIZURES,
CLOSURES
AND
CONFISCATION
OF
YOUR
PRIVATE
PROPERTY
ARE
ALREADY WELL COVERED IN
OTHER EXECUTIVE
ORDERS-AND
APPROVED
AND
PASSED
BY
CONGRESS-REMEMBER
THE
“EMERGENCY
BANKING
REGULATIONS”
WE STATED
FOR YOU IN A PAST JOURNAL? WATCH THE HAND FOR
IT
WRITES
WHILE
YOU
WATCH NOT.
The bill states: “Guided by the principles that energized and sustained
-,
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the mobilization of World War II,
and in order to remove violent
criminals from the streets and meet
the extraordinary
threat that is
posed to the nation by the trafficking of illegal drugs, the Congress
declares the existence of a National
Drug and Crime Emergency beginning on the date of enactment of
the act and ending on the date that
is five years after the date of enactment of this bill.” Oh, indeed,
panic NOW--it is as bad as you can
get.
How do you think it is that all your
nice young military men are being
shifted all over the globe and into
the deserts of Saudi-Arabia
and
being cooked alive? Congress is on
recess; therefore, blind lambs, all of
the orders are coming directly from
one man--your
dictator puppet-Bush. He never even hasYo declare
war--all he needs do is write a
bunch of executive orders and it is
law, even if he were feeding them
into death chambers,
which the
Zionists know all about for they
have written the stories--not
the
German people.
Well, you people
can line the
streets and wave your; flags and
shout “Hooray” in pride to your
passing children.
Will they shout
“well-done” ,to you, the parents,
who have allowed death of your
Constitution and Nation? You are
left naked as a jaybird at birth--and
Bush considers calling up the National Guard--why?
To maintain
control over “you the People” as

you awaken and see what has been
done to you. The military has been
removed so there is no chance of
parents and loved ones influencing
the military to stand with you
against the dictatorship in Washington--or fishing in Maine. You are
sitting ducks within the hunter’s
ring, on a dried up pond. Your feet
are stuck in the mud and you cannot even take flight. I assure you
that you the people will go nowhere--you will simply sit and “take
it”.
Meanwhile,
all the lovely
“channels” of blinding “be” and
“ascension
resurrection
rapture”
will blast the Heavenly Hosts who,
hereby, warn you. We will continue
to be called fear-mongers and treasonists and you will helplessly move
into total bondage.
WHO WILL
EVEN REMEMBER
THAT
A
FEW HANDS FULL OF PATRIOTS AND BRAVE MEN AND
WOMEN TRIED TO TELL YOU
WHAT TO DO TO STOP THIS
THING
AND
YOU
KILLED
THEM INSTEAD?
HOW MANY
WILL REMEMBER
THAT WE
EVEN NAMED
NAMES .AND
DREW YOU DIAGRAMS
OF
HOW
IT WOULD
BE AND
WHAT YOU COULD
DO TO
STOP IT?
WILL YOU
BE
PROUD
TO
FACE
YOUR
CHILDREN
AS THEY DIE IN
FOREIGN
PLACES
WITH
FREEDOM
GONE FROM THE
FACE OF THE EARTH?
YOU ARE LIVING IN A LIE AS
SET FORTH BY THE GLOBAL
2000 PLANNERS AND THEY ARE
RIGHT ON SCHEDULE.
THE
LIES WORSEN AND YOU EAT
THEM LIKE CANDY LACED WITH
CYANIDE. PERHAPS YOU OF MY
CREW MIGHT JUST ADD THE
INCIDENT
OF “THE USS LIBERTY’ HEREIN AND SEND THIS
FORTH.
THE
MAssm
MISINFORMATION
AND
SILENCE
UNDER PENALTY
OF
DEATH
TO ANY WHO DARE
SPEAR OUT HAS BEEN COMING
DOWN IN MASSIVE
MEASURE
FOR DECADES AND YOU BOW
AND SCRAPE AND APPLAUD

THE PUPPET MASTERS.
THE
PITY OF THE HEAVENS GOES
OUT TO YOU BLESSED
CHILDREN OF THE LIE! WHO WILL
SEE AND ACT--IT CAN-NOT ONLY
BE THE HANDFUL OF DARING
ONES WHO FACE THE ASSAULT
WEAPONS DAY AFTER DAY, AS
DOES THIS SCRIBE AND ONES
LIKE HER. COL. GRITZ CANNOT
DO IT ALL FOR YOU--OTHERS
WHO “KNOW” MUST COME FORWARD. ONES TANGLED IN THE
HOSTAGE FIASCO WITH IRANCOME FORWARD!
ONES WHO
HAVE WORKED IN THE SECRET
INTELLIGENCE--COME
FOR“YOU” WILL HAVE TO
WARD.
SAVE YOUR COUNTRY AND YOUR
CHILDREN--YOU
DO NOT PROTECT THEM BY THE SILENCEYOU INSURE THEIR DOOM AND
YOUR SON’S DEATH ON A BATTLE FIELD. YOU ARE DEALING
WITH SATAN HIMSELF AND YOU
HAD BETTER COME INTO THE
REALIZATION
THAT YOU MUST
ACT OR PERISH.
H.R. 4079 includes provisions for
using tents and other shelters, similar to those used to confine
Japanese-American
citizens during
World
War
II,
and
military
facilities, for the confinement
of
state and federal “violent criminals”.

OPEN

The home owner, in protecting his
property and person, threatens the
intruders with “physical force”. As
the law is written, he would be
committing
a “crime of violence
against a person”, with a mandated
jail term of “no less than five years”.
Civil libertarians
are
correctly
pointing out that the bill is a means
in which to imprison dissenters as
“violent criminals” in concentration
camp confinement.

TO ABUSE

Here is how the bill defines a
“violent criminal”: “Every person
who is convicted in a federal court
of a crime of violence against a person or a drug trafficking felony,
other than simple possession.”
It states further that such criminal
“shall be sentenced
to and shall
serve a full term of no less than five
years in prison.”
The bill describes the term “crime
of violence, against ‘a person” as “a

2

The insidious nature of the bill now
becomes obvious. Suppose a thief,
burglar or rapist or federal agents
or other police, and in their case,
without just cause, invade(s) a person’s home, and the home owner
attempts to block their intrusion.
(For you see, the right to privacy
has been removed and you are
subject to unannounced search and
seizure; and this is already law.)

It would be like the un-Constitutional confinement
of the World
War II Americans of Japanese heritage, perpetrated
by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt, pnly on a
much grander scale; and all of you
can get in on it.
k
ALL OF YOUR RIGHTS
AT STAKE

Concentration
camp
is
the
definition, although the bill most
certainly avoids such description
very carefully.
WIDE

federal offense that is a felony and
has as an element
the use, attempted use or threatened
use of
physical force against the person of
another”.
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Study of the bill makes it even more
ominous, with most rights and liberties of the American people in
jeopardy. Along with those already
taken by law changes ‘,or forced
“assumption’‘--ALL
WOULD
BE
GONE.
,
The
bill
would
establish
a
“Declaration of National Drug and
IMMEDIEmergency”
Crime
ATELY!!!
The American people
would instantly be faced with rule
by a series of executive orders by
several presidents since World War

II.
The executive orders which are
already written and are law, call for
the
complete
suspension
of
American Constitutional rights and
liberties, as they are known.
Each of these executive orders calls
for the suspension of civil rights
and liberties and for extraordinary
measures to be taken in, as most of
the orders state, “any national security emergency situation that might
confront the nation”.
Let us list the executive orders that
would be instantly involved without
question:
* EO 10995, which provides for
the takeover of the communications media.
* EO 10997, which provides for
the takeover of all electric power,
petroleum, gas, fuels and minerals.
* EO 10988, which provides for
the takeover of all food resources
and farms.
* EO 10999, which provides for
the takeover of all modes of transportation, control of highways, seaports etc.
* EO 11000, which provides for
mobilization
of all civilians into
work brigades under government
supervision.
* EO 11001, which provides for
governmental
takeover
of
all
health, education and welfare functions.
* EO 11002, designates the postmaster general to operate a national registration of all persons.
* EO 11003, which provides for
the government
to take over airports and aircraft.
* EO 11004, which provides for
the Housing and Finance Authority
to relocate communities, designate

areas to be abandoned and establish new locations for populations.
* EO 11005, which provides for
government to take over railroads,
inland waterways and public storage
facilities.
OH, BUT THEY
WOULDN’T
USE THEM?
DEAR
ONES,
THESE
ORDERS
ARE
ALREADY
VALID
LAWS--THEY
ALREADY HAVE BEEN USED-WRITTEN,
APPROVED
LONG
AGO AND USED!!!!!
COMBINED
INTO ONE NEAT
PACKAGE BY NIXON
All of these listed executive orders
were combined by your President
Richard Nixon, most handily, into
one Executive Order--No.
11490,
which allows all of this to take place
if a national emergency is declared,
and that the government
edicts
would be directed by a little-known
shadow agency of the U.S. government known as the Federal Emergency
Management
Agency
or
FEMA.
THEY ARE PULLING
IN THE
NATIONAL GUARD, FRIENDS,
IN ABSENCE OF AN ARMY TO
ENFORCE
THEIR
EDICTS-RIGHT
NOW.
THE EMERGENCY WILL BE DECLARED
BY YOUR
PRESIDENT
AS
QUICKLY
AS THE PLAYERS
ARE IN PLACE AND YOU ARE
HELPLESS--AND
WHAMO,
IT
WILL BE FINISHED.
THE NATIONAL
GUARD
WILL
BE
THERE
IN EVERY VILLAGE
TO
INSURE
COMPLIANCE
AND
YOU
WON’T
KNOW
WHAT HIT YOU AND NEITHER WILL THE NATIONAL
GUARD.
FEMA, by a series of executive orders, by President Jimmy Carter in
1979, was delegated the power to
even act for the president.
On November 18, 1988, President
Ronald Reagan signed EO 12656,
eroding
further
the rights
of
.
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Americans under the guise of a national emergency.
Reagan’s order
defined such an emergency as “any
occurrence, including natural disaster, military attack, technological
emergency
or OTHER
EMERGENCY, that seriously degrades or
seriously threaten the national security
of the
United
States.”
Thereby, everything is neatly covered.
I am sure you all remember the efficiency with which FEMA handled
the San Francisco earthquake disaster and the hurricane on the east
coast. They still haven’t done anything!
TOO INSIDIOUS AND
TOO INCREDIBLE?
If this all sounds too insidious, too
incredible, let me point out that
Americans should recall that former National Security Council aide,
LT.
COL.
OLIVER
NORTH,
during the Iran-“contra” hearings,
stated” that “PLANS HAD BE&N
FORMULATED
TO
SUSPEND
THE CONSTITUTION!”
So when H.R. 4079 is passed and
the President does what it says and
declares a national emergency because
of the drug “situation”,
FEMA will then implement all of
these executive orders, take over all
local, state and national government, suspend the Constitption and
do whatever it wants to do.
The way the bill is carefully and intentionally worded allows that the
President’s
signature
enacting it
into law and would automatically
provide the five-year declaration of
a national emergency while you are
still blinking your eyes. And to you
know where with the anti-crime
part.
?
They have already tested their capabilities in April of 1984 with “Rex
‘84 Alpha”, which was designed to
test the readiness of the U.S. civilian and military agencies to respond
to a serious national security crisis.

They are USING
the finished
product in this Middle East “crisis”.
In actuality, the Gingrich bill would
effectively
suspend
the Fourth
Amendment to the Bill of Rights
which is already coming into daily
practice by “assumption” of passage.
And what would that mean? Well,
the Fourth Amendment
prohibits
unreasonable
searches
and
seizures; the Eighth Amendment
would also be suspended which offers protection
against excessive
fines, bail or punishment;
and
habeas corpus, the requirement that
Americans arrested be brought to
trial before a court and charged.
H.R. 4079 takes it all away in one
swoop.

facts upon you and you just keep
hiding from it while they enslave
you. To lie to you is to pronounce
FEAR upon you in its worst format--we give you opportunity to see
truth and guidance as to what you
can do to remedy your plight.
THAT,
DEAR
ONES,
IS
CALLED
THE
HOPE
AND
PROMISE OF GOD. So be it and
Selah, for the word is brought forth
and Belies, so shall it be done.

The suspension of these Constitutional protections means that police
will have the legal right to break
into any home without a search
warrant, arrest any person who
“threatens” forcible resistance and
hold him without charge indefinitely.

I am Hatonn, in service unto God
and unto you, my brothers.

The
bill, little
brothers,
has
STRONG SUPPORT among conservative
Republican
representatives. If you are not in a near state
of panic--YOU DON’T UNDERSTAND MY MESSAGE!
I WARN YOU THAT THOSE OF
YOU WHO ARE JUST GOING
TO WAIT FOR ASCENSION OR
RAPTURE ARE GOING TO BE
IN WAITING
A LONG
AND
MISERABLE TIME, PROBABLY
INCARCERATED.
THEY
HAVE NO INTENTION
OF ALLOWING
PEACEFUL
YOU
PRACTICE
AT
ASCENSION
ONCE YOU ARE UNDER CONTROL.
GO BACK AND READ
THAT LIST AND PAY SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO NO. llOOO!
Now, I invite you who rally around
the “non-fear projectors” of channels for God only knows what energies; I suggest you get this information into their hands--post
haste.
We do not pronounce
fear upon
you--your leaders have dumped the

arrived
on the scene about 6
o’clock that morning.
The attack
started about 2 o’clock in the afternoon.
During that morning you had over a
dozen overflights by Israeli surveillance aircraft, so you knew that they
knew you were there and you felt a
little safer, in fact. They knew who
you were and where you were lo(I speak of “you” as the
cated.
U.S.S. Liberty for simplicity.)

IS IT ALREADY
TOO LATE?
ONLY
YOU
CAN
DECIDE!
WHICH WILL IT BE?

Everyone on board--all of the survivors who testified in the court of
emphasized
inquiry--specifically
that the flag was flying at ALL
times as it always did. The Israelis,
of course, claimed there was no flag
in view. Not only did you fly the
flag of the U.S., but you had a nice
big, oversized flag flying, in addition
to the usual banner.

I move to standby and await your
call,

8/15/90

THE

HATONN

For a brief minute or two during
the attack--during
the first part of
the attack, which lasted, in total,
nearly two hours--a regular-size flag
was shot down, but you immediately ran up the oversized
flag
which was 9 X 13. feet.
THERE
WAS NO WAY THAT
THE
FLAG WAS NOT VISIBLE AT
ALL TIMES.

LIBERTY

The Liberty was conducting operations off the Gaza Strip, about 13
miles off the coast of Israel in international waters, on June 8, 1967.
The USS Liberty was an intelligence-gathering
ship. They monitored radio transmissions.
The ship
was unarmed and unescorted, simply cruising the region trying to find
out what the Israelis and the Arabs
were doing.

There were four different communications to the ship, oidering you
to pull back farther from the coast,
but those communicatjons
mysteriously failed to reach the ship or
were secreted aboard ship by commanding officers--I choose to allow
you to discern which took place.

Everything was top secret, but they
were trying to find out whether the
Israelis planned an invasion of the
Golan
Heights--an
invasion
of
Syria.
The invasion was planned for the
fourth day of what became the Six
Day War, but the invasion was
postponed for 24 hours while the
Israelis tried to decide what to do
about the Liberty, since the Israelis
were not supposed to use American
aid in their attack on Syria.
The Liberty certainly expected no
attack from the Israelis. They were
your friends--your
allies--and you

4
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There were orders to pull back
which were, likewise, never received--nor, in fact, sent in the first
place.
Those orders would have
been noted because to pull back
would have severely hampered your
ability to monitor what was going
on. The orders were sent by the
Defense
Department
but they
never reached the ship, or so it was
They were supposedly
claimed.
somehow misrouted to places like
Crete and Mothe Philippines,

rocco.
Finally, later that night-eight or nine hours later--the orders finally limped through to the
ship. By then the ship was barely
able to get under way due to severe
damage to ship and crew.
ANTENNAS

KNOCKED

OUT

A very strange thing took place at
onset of the attack. Right up front,
within the first quarter hour, all of
the antennas were knocked out to
prevent transmission of a “Mayday”
call. Therefore, one of the survivor
witnesses, himself, jury-rigged an
antenna in order to transmit the
word.
That message was received by the
Saratoga, one of your aircraft carriers that was supposed to be providing you lo-minute cover.
Now the story really gets nasty.
Captain Joe Tully of the Saratoga
later said that he had readied 14
aircraft to come to the Liberty’s aid
when he found out that you were
under attack, but that the planes
didn’t even get over the horizon
when they were recalled BY ORDERS FROM WASHINGTON.

The Saratoga had radioed back to
the Liberty that the planes would
have arrived in about 20 minutes
from the time they were dispatched.
If the planes had not been recalled
FROM WASHINGTON,
either by
President Lyndon Johnson or Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, then they could have prevented at least half of the machinegun strafing attacks by the planes
and the torpedo attack.
Off and on during the entire day
there were overflights
of Israeli
surveillance planes. The flights had
begun at the time of the Liberty’s
arrival.
There were 13 reconnaissance jlights
over the ship during a si&hour period
before the attack. Those planes were
clearly marked with the star of David,

ask me for information on a daily
basis and yet you never bother to
even remember any of the details-right within my closest group of editors and writers, you don’t get your
facts correct within one hour much
less some 12 years. How about this
morning?
What, if anything, have
you learned this morning from the
news? And what do you conclude
after hearing the lies they give you?
Well, Dharma, we are going to return to the top of the chapter and
write on today’s happenings for you
have no access to the information.
So you who read this portion now,
might go back and see how much
you gleaned from first reading.
Then we will come back and resume the “Liberty”. I request that
you stop after rereading and ponder
the things given for a while and see
if you can begin to sort it out instead of simply inquiring of me.

which is very hard to miss on Israeli
planes.
Some of the planes would
open their doors, so they had visual
contact, which explains how precise
they were when they knocked out all
the communications. In other words,
those planes were rig& on the deck
and had a good look at the Liberty
and could literally take out the most
strategic antennaejirst.
They hit your antennae on that first
strafing run. There were eight 40foot antennae that looked like flagpoles to send out signals.
You
looked like a porcupine since there
were other antennae, as well, to
pick up incoming signals. Remember, the ship was for the specific
purpose of radio surveillance.
On the first pass they knocked out
seven of the eight antennae.
The
one that they didn’t knock out was
disabled, and it wasn’t up and operational, so that’s why they missed it.
They were professional
fighting
forces.
They knew exactly what
they were doifig and where everything was located.

BACK TO THE

LIBERTY

The men killed aboard the Liberty
were deliberately taken-out, for the
most part.
The ones at the gun
mounts were the first removed.
There was practically no way of
protecting
the ship, at any rate.
You had only four 50-caliber machine guns, which were useless
against an airplane, anyway. Only
two of them actually worked at all.
,

What was so profound about what
they did to you that day was that the
four planes that attacked you had
no markings, whatsoever.
So you
couldn’t identify who was brutalizing you.
Later, after the torpedo boats came
on the scene, you identified who
they were. You thought the planes
were the Egyptians who were attacking you.

During the first strafing runs, or
shortly thereafter, those men who
were manning those guns would be
instantly blown away, so, finally, no
more crew were sent to the guns.

So the Israelis deliberately killed 34
of your crew members by breaking
Geneva Convention
Rules which
require identification of all military
forces. This was eventually pointed
out by the naval Law Review out of
Washington, D.C.
How many of
you readers even remember
the
incident, much less any follow-up of
this incident?
You certainly remember the Six Day War to some
vague extent but most of you will
not even be able to tell me anything
about that.war. . You continue to

THE
ISRAELIS
HAD QUITE
CLEARLY IN MIND THE FULL
INTENTION
OF PUTTING THE
SHIP ON THE BOTTOM
OF
THE MEDITERRANEAN
SEA!
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About midwpy during the attack
three torpedo boats arrived on the
scene.
They fired five torpedos,
one of which hit on the starboard
side, killing 25 men below decks.
They then held off for a little bit,
and since you didn’t sink they cir-

cled the ship, firing into the hull,
trying to strike the boilers and firing at anyone who was on deck
fighting the fires. You would never
witness more brutality than that of
the Israelis shooting at your firefighters and stretcher bearers.
It
was shoot on sight with no mercy.
They were within easy eyesight, and
they managed to wound 171 men.
Ninety percent of those men were
wounded so badly that it terrified
the rescuers to even look at them.
Of course you kept waiting for that
aid from the Saratoga for there was
no way to know the Saratoga had
been recalled.
This is all most
reminiscent of the rescue mission
of the Hostage Situation in Iran.
The Liberty stayed afloat simply
because of a determined crew for it
was given absolutely no help from
the American fleet.
Doesn’t this
make you feel secure and trusting
of your government?
Ask Col. Bo
Gritz about loyalty to troops!
The Liberty and crew were left out
there wide open and under attack-in order to have no survivors to tell
and no ship left for evidence.
Nothing was done to assist--absolutely nothing.
The Liberty was totally abandoned
and no-one came closer. The crew
had to spend the night fighting to
keep the ship afloat and to tend to
over two-thirds of the crew who had
been killed or wounded
and to
make way farther out to sea in order to find the fleet. The Israelis
calculated on the ship going down
long before reaching the fleet. It
was some 19 hours later that the
Liberty
rendezvoused
with the
fleet.
MACHINE-GUNNED
LIFE RAFTS

THE

The rendezvous
came some two
hours after the Israeli torpedo
boats circled the ship and machinegunned all of the life rafts--which is
also against the Geneva Conven-

tion.

OFFICIAL
STORY

The Israelis even took one of your
life rafts on board.
The raft was
clearly marked “USS LIBERTY”.
They needed
evidence
later to
claim that they had searched for the
ship in order to give assistance and
only found debris.
When the ship did not sink and was
getting dangerously
close to the
mother fleet, the Israelis pulled
back.
But then, they sent helicopters over the ship. They were
clearly marked.
The only reason
they let you go was because the Israelis had gotten caught.
Everybody knew then that it was the Israelis who had attacked you. When
it was obvious that they knew that
you knew who they were and there
were enough survivors, along with a
battered ship, it was then that they
came and said, “Are there any casualties? Can we help you?” A last
ditch effort was made to have it appear like the attacks were from another countv
And, they would
pull the sham off for many years
because the top American leaders
were part and parcel of the plan.
A strange thing which ultimately
led to the “it was an accident” admission was that the torpedo boats
were marked with little stars of
David on them.
They obviously
thought the planes had done a job
of eliminating witnesses with the
strafing and rockets and cannons
along with the napalm dropped on
the Liberty. It was simply the job of
the torpedo boats to sink the ship
and ruin the life-rafts to insure no
survivors.
The Israelis had dropped napalm
all over the ship and two of the
planes blew holes in the ship. The
other planes would then drop napalm into those holes, allowing that
jellied gasoline in napalm to flow
into those holes onto whoever was
inside. Those napalm fires are next
to impossible to extinguish.
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ISRAELI
LINE

When it was established that it was
undeniably
Israeli attackers
they
came up with instant ridiculous stories. One of their official responses
was that they didn’t know who we
were. They also said there was no
flag on the ship. They also claimed
they thought the ship was a disguised Egyptian vessel. The stories
were absolutely wild and yet were
touted all over by your own military
and government leaders.
Another thing which points out the
connection with all goings on of the
Israelis is that the Naval Court of
Inquiry that investigated the attack
was a complete lack of inquiry as to
whether or not the attack was deliberate.
All the court looked into
was why the ship never got its pullback orders. They also looked into
the performance of the crew.
and
It
reminds
of
Oberli’s
Dharma’s multi hundreds of thousands of dollars fight over their
property--there
has never
even
been a hearing allowed, much less
on the fact of “no public sale”, as
mandatory by law, but rather the
entire thrust has been to discredit
the Ekker’s personally and insure
that they never be able to “afford
The
the house if they had’it”!
“point” of the issue has never been
addressed
even by Ek$er’s own
counsel, which shows total collusion within the legal profession(?).
This Resolution Trust Corporation
is out to steal America right from
under your noses for they have the
all-out cooperation
and bought-off
judiciary system to back them while
trampling the citizens who dare to
speak out.
Most ones’ who have
had similar treatment simply never
understood there was an alternative
as they just rolled-over and “went
away”. This is why we ask any of
you who have even remotely possi-,
bly been a target or victim of the
S&L/RTC/Legal
rip-off----COME
FORWARD
for your case may be
the very one which uncovers the

box of thieves.. We are now learning of many in Ekker’s very own
community, attached to other S&Ls
even, than to the one Santa Barbara
Savings, but having the same modus
operandi.
There are ones from
Florida, and Texas as well, who tell
almost identical stories--there ARE
A BUNCH
OF
YOU
OUT
THERE
BOTH
OF PRIVATE
PROPERTY
AND BUSINESSES.
STEP FORWARD
FOR IT IS
THE ONLY WAY YOU WILL
CHANGE YOUR PATH.
RIGHT NOW, PLEASE STOP AND
WMTE
OR CALL
ONE TOM
V?lLENTIiJ!E -AND TELL HIM OF
YOUR. KNOWLEDGE
OR EVEN
THAT HE SHOULD FIND OUT
ABOUT
DHARM4
AND
HER
“FAST’ AND GET SOME ATTENTION RUNNING.
This is the best
possible resource
to have controversial hearing for few others
dare to speak such truth. (To
contact him write North America
One, 420 S. Central Ave., Richland
WI. 53581)
One of the Navy’s responses to the
Israeli claim that they didn’t see a
flag on the ship was that the flag
“probably hung limp on the mast on
a windless day”.
This, when all of the testimony by
all the crew members and by the
weather log on the ship pointed out
that there was at least a lo-knot
breeze at all times which was completely sufficient to keep the flag
unfurled and in plain view. There
was a breeze blowing over the deck
at all times. Not only that, but the
ship had just been freshly painted,
and there were lo-foot hull markings on the ship, including the
name, USS LIBERTY.
It was the following day when the
Liberty
rendezvoused
with the
American naval vessels (the fleet).
When you finally got close enough
to the USS America, an aircraft
carrier, which sent helicopters over
to offload the dead and wounded, it
was well over 19 hours from onset

of the attack.
TOP SECRET

ORDERS

It was all but impossible to keep the
Liberty afloat and did, in fact, require some five days to just make
Malta. It was impossible to patch
the ship holes and the craft could
have gone down at any moment.
Before the ship pulled into Malta,
Adm. Kidd and some other high
brass had come over to begin the
court of inquiry.
The crew was
mustered out on deck by Kidd, and
he told them that the preliminary
findings of the inquiry were that it
was an “accidental” attack by the Israelis; that the Israelis had formally
apologized
and that the United
States government
had accepted
the apology.
He then said that because of the
top-secret nature of the operations
of the ship and the sensitive nature,
in that it was ope of your allies who
had attacked you, the men were ordered not to grant ANY interviews
and not to talk to any friends or
family and not to talk about it
among themselves. In other words,
keep the mouths completely shut
under order of silence and penalty
of death.
The crew members of the other
American vessels were given the
same orders of silence.
All the crew were brainwashed
young kids who were now threatened with imprisonment
or worse
as well as threats made against
families so it was obvious that there
would be a lot of silence and hardly
any mention of truth. There were
constant daily reminders not to say
anything about it and the penalties
would be repeated.
By the time the Liberty pulled into
Malta
there
were
high-ranking
people all over that ship and there
wouldn’t
be any speaking
out
against orders.
The crew -members actually only
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began speaking out since 1985 because someone finally realized he
could do so. It was found that your
government did things which were
reprehensible
and honorable citizens could no longer hold the truth
and it was realized that the Israelis
got by with premeditated
murder,
which was totally defended
and
covered by your own government.
No one should walk away free from
the
horrendous
crimes
unto
mankind--the
Israelis or anybody
else. They did it to you, deliberately, and your government should
settle it and admit what happened
and you of the public must face the
truth of it. There is proof all over
the map now, to prove these things
we bring unto you--will you seek
and find or shall you simply continue the “bury the head” game?
VIN WEBER is a well-known Israeli agent who leads the forces in
Congress trying to sweep the Israeli
attack on the USS Liberty under
the rug. VIN WEBER is a Representative (R-Minn).
This is a continuing and constant barrage to silence the story, even to this day, in
order to not blow your cover as to
your total working relationship with
Israel in today’s arena. It is up to
you citizens as to what you will
longer tolerate.
The Captain of the Liberty, William
McGonagle, has seen fit never to
come to the aid of his crew in this
unfoldment.
He is letting down the
crew who dare to speak up. However, if it were not for Capt. McGonagle, none of the crew would be
alive today to tell the story. He was
excellent under fire and was later
given the Congressional
Medal of
Honor, which he deserved.
It was
given to him by the LPresident.
There was no ceremony.
It was
given to him aboard a ship by the
Under Secretary of the Navy. He
was ordered to keep his silence and
he has remained quiet just as others
of the military with knowledge.
They are given great honorary-type
medals and citations
and then
warned about the silence “or else”.
This has happened within some of

your own families--constant
minders
of
consequences
speaking out.

reof

THEN COMES THE
NAME CALLING
Now what happens?
When any of
the witnesses--the people who were
there and experienced the attack-come forward and say that they saw
your ally shoot you and murder
your ship crew, they are automatically labeled as “Jew haters”
and “Nazis” and “anti-Semites.”
These are the ones who got attacked, saw the enemy eye to eye
with full identification
and finally,
acknowledged from that enemy in
public, yet the participants
who
were bloodied
and intended
for
murder, are called bigots. Do you
see the plan of action in the discounting?
It was so blatant that the Israelis
committed the atrocity that they
paid $7 million over a period of 20
years for a $20 million ship. Funny
thing--even that payment came out
of American taxpayer’s pockets.
As the crewmen were discharged
from the military services, they
were told emphatically; “Get out of
here and keep your mouth SHUT!”
The money was paid by American
aid to Israel. The total amount paid
also included the money paid to the
survivors and to the people who
sustained injuries.
What a handy
insurance program--“pay-it-yourself
in every direction” policy.
WHAT OF THE GROB
BROTHERS
AND THE
USS PUEBLO?
Oops! Those nice Grob brothers,
Ben and Ted, donated money to establish a library named in memory
of the USS Liberty and there was a
MAJOR
controversy
over that.
They cared greatly about the USS
Liberty
but they
cared
about
America more.
Israel wanted the
matter buried forever; they didn’t
want the Liberty to be around.

They should
begin with.
lot easier for
tians would
planned.
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have sunk the ship to
It would have been a
them. Then the Egyphave been blamed as

Now, a funny thing has happened
on the way to truth. The captain of
the USS Pueblo,
Cmdr. Lloyd
Bucher, whose ship was captured by
the North Koreans, is ready to
speak out about the Liberty.
He
has said that if he had known about
what happened to the Liberty and
heeded its lessons, the Pueblo incident would have never happened.
What a brave, genuine human being he is. Bucher said that he never
knew what had happened.
What can you do?
Hard to say,
since Vin Weber is one of the major recipients of money from the
pro-Israel
lobby and he says an
investigation
is “inconsistent with
Republican ideals”.
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